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Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Be the first. Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Be the first. Download &amp; View Jekyll and Hyde Score as PDF for free No matter where you are on your theatrical journey, our innovative production resources will enhance your performance experience! See the entire orchestration on one side.
Introducing the Supreme Book for Theater Lovers of All Ages. For Performance Keyboard Patch Solutions™ Play those hard-to-find keyboard/synthesizer sounds with specially crafted patches an integral part of orchestration. Performance Promote your session with an officially licensed logo. For the Performance Show your pride with t-shirts featuring your musical's official logo.
For Performance Play your show's full score by adding in your orchestra's missing instruments. Performance Performance Accompaniment Recording Perform the entire musical with a pre-recorded score played by the entire LIVE orchestra of professional musicians directly from your Apple iOS device. Performance Performance Pro Performance Run tests directly from your
mobile device using a virtual accompaniment that plays every note of your show score. Pro Performance Run trials with a virtual accompaniment that plays every note of your show score. Pre-executive management of online ticket sales and box office maximisation. Performance Facilitate cross-curricular teaching in the classroom with lessons created by educational theater
professionals. The pre-powerful pre-powerful pre-powerful music notes feature the world's largest online catalogue of digital notes, with more than 300,000 arrangements available for instant printing and playback. Buy our latest and most popular notes like In His Eyes, A New Life and Someone Like You, or click the button above to browse all the notes. Download our free apps for
iOS, Android, Mac and PC and communicate with notes anywhere with in-app transposition, text &amp; highlighter, and adjustable audio &amp; video playback. Plus, organize your music into folders and set up lists and much more! There are no transpositions You are reading a free preview of pages 10 through 16 not shown in this demo. You are reading free preview pages 21
through 37 are not displayed in this preview. You are reading free preview pages 61 through 68 are not displayed in this preview. You are reading free preview pages 80 through 87 are not displayed in this preview. You read free Preview pages 99 through 111 not shown in this demo. You are reading free preview pages 123 through 129 not displayed in this preview. You are
reading free preview pages 141 through 196 are not displayed in this preview. You are reading free preview pages 211 through 228 are not displayed in this preview. You are reading free preview pages 237 through 242 not displayed in this preview. You read free preview pages 251 to 253 not displayed in Preview. You are and Free Preview Pages 267 through 338 are not
displayed in this preview. Preview.
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